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Presentation Notes
The training will cover the CPs and supporting documents, planning livestock shelters, and designing livestock shelters.



576-Livestock Shelter Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The training will cover the CPs and supporting documents, planning livestock shelters, and designing livestock shelters.



DEFINITION

A permanent or portable structure with 
less than four walls and a roof, if needed, 
to provide for improved utilization of 
pastureland and rangeland and to shelter 
livestock from negative environmental 
factors. This structure is not to be 
construed to be a building. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we are going to review key items in the practice standard.  The practice standard for this practice is much more detailed than many other practices.  Staff need to take the time to read and review the practice standard prior to planning this practice to familiarize yourselves with the requirements of the practice.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This practice covers portable and permanent wind and shade structures.  Here are a few examples:  Permanent Shade on left.  Upper right is portable wind shelter.  Bottom right is permanent wind shelter.  



PURPOSE

• This practice is used to accomplish one or more of the following purposes: 
• To provide protection for livestock from excessive heat, wind, cold, or snow 
• Protect surface waters from nutrient and pathogen loading 
• Protect wooded areas from accelerated erosion and excessive nutrient deposition by providing 

alternative livestock shelter/shade location 
• Improve the distribution of grazing livestock to enhance wildlife habitat, reduce over-used areas, 

or correct other resource concerns resulting from improper livestock distribution 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several purposes for this practice have been identified.  At least one of these purposes needs to be identified to be able to utilize this practice.



CONDITION WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

• This practice is applied to provide protection to sensitive areas by 
providing a source of shade or shelter that is located away from the 
existing shade or shelter in wooded areas and on stream banks or 
depressions. This practice must be used in conjunction with exclusion 
of animals from the sensitive area. Use a livestock exclusion practice 
NRCS Conservation Practice Standard (CPS) Fence (Code 382). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several conditions also apply.   Follow the conditions as applicable.  This slide shows the first condition.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a real life scenario of implementing livestock shelters based on the condition shown in the previous slide.  Let’s say we have a pasture with a river running through it, much like the plan map on the right.  The photo on the left shows a picture of the livestock crossing the river and the subsequent stream bank damage prior to implementing the grazing system.  In this planning scenario, the producer wants to implement prescribed grazing and also a portable wind break.  In this instance, the sensitive area is the river in P1.  The portable wind shelter could not be placed in P1 without fencing out the river during the season of use for the portable wind break.  The portable wind breaks could be used in the other paddocks because access to the river has been restricted by the planned fence. 



CONDITION WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

• This practice is applicable where 
animal productivity and well-
being are adversely affected by 
negative environmental 
conditions such as direct and 
unimpeded sunshine, wind, or 
snow. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our environment, the most common conditions that are detrimental to animal productivity and well-being are the wind/snow in the winter.  Wind shelters should be our primary focus for this practice.  



CONDITION WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

• This practice can facilitate livestock management under prescribed 
grazing to protect water quality and soil health. 

• This practice can be used to provide protection on range or pasture, 
cropland or hayland used for grazing, winter feeding areas, or in a 
livestock heavy use area. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two more conditions where the practice could apply.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The practice really goes hand in hand with prescribed grazing.  Through the grazing plan, we address resource concerns, such as water quality and soil health, to improve the overall condition of the resources on the land.  The practice can be applied on a variety of land uses, such as pasture, rangeland, cropland, and hayland and can be a useful tool for producers that are working to extend the grazing season by integrating the livestock onto cropland to graze crop residues and cover crops.  They are also important for operations that are winter feeding on cropland and pasture.  Portable wind breaks will allow the producers to improve their nutrient/manure distribution across the landscape in a responsible manner (f well managed).



CRITERIA

• Location 
• Locate the structure to avoid adverse 

effects to cultural resources and 
endangered, threatened, and candidate 
species and their habitat. 

• Select upland locations that are away from 
riparian areas and concentrated flow areas 
to avoid impairment of water quality. 

• Locate structures a minimum of 100 feet 
from any surface water bodies, 150 feet 
from an up-gradient well, and 300 feet 
from a down-gradient well.

• Select locations that will not have surface 
water flow through the structure. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The picture shows a landscape view of a portable wind break placed high on the landscape.  If you look closely on the left side of the picture on the horizon line, you will see a portable windbreak set up.  The placement of this windbreak meets all of the criterial listed in the slide.  It is located away from riparian areas, no wells are in the vicinity, it is on an upland site, and water will not flow through the structure.   



CRITERIA

• Waste management 
• Design the structure to facilitate the distribution of manure across grazing 

lands in accordance with a nutrient management plan. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portable structures:  Work with the producer to identify target areas on their land that they may want to target or avoid with a livestock shelter.  Soil tests may help identify areas that need additional nutrient input.  Permanent structures:  590 nutrient management plans are required.



CRITERIA

• Prescribed grazing 
• When the livestock protection structure is installed to improve livestock 

distribution to address resource concerns, then NRCS CPS Prescribed 
Grazing (Code 528) must also be included in the resource management 
plan.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Improving livestock distribution is a key benefit of livestock shelters, so 528 will be required for installing a livestock shelter.



Plans and Specifications

• The type, location (if permanent structure), and orientation of the 
shelter structure. 

• Wind calculations, as needed, to set minimum thicknesses, strengths, 
etc., for the structures based on a standard design wind speed. 
Include the seasonal wind directions needed to determine the 
orientation of the structure. 

• Job sheets or construction drawings. 
• Construction specifications including dimensions of the structure and 

configuration. Materials, including the dimensions, amount, any 
coatings, and quality to be used. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above depicts the necessary items to be included in the plans and specifications.



Operation and Maintenance

• Inspect the structure annually and after major storm events. 
• Maintain the structural and fabric components through the practice lifespan. 
• Replace or repair maintenance coatings on structural steel components as 

necessary. 
• Periodically tighten the shade cloth to minimize wind damage. 
• Replace the fabric cover when it has deteriorated due to environmental conditions. 
• Move portable structures periodically to prevent destruction of vegetation in the 

immediate area. 
• If shelters are not moved frequently, collect and remove accumulated animal 

waste on a regular basis or specified time interval and utilize in accordance with 
NRCS CPSs Waste Recycling (Code 633) or Nutrient Management (Code 590),as 
appropriate. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
O and M plan.  Hese are all listed on the IR sheet for livestock shelter structures.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we will review the Implementation Requirements worksheet.  The slide above shows the first two pages.  As with other practices, the IR sheet follows information given in the practice standard.  The practice purposes, and O&M come straight from the practice standard.  Design plans will be developed based on the standard drawings and information provided in the practice standard.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last two pages of the IR sheet.  Pretty self-explanatory.  Check all that apply on page three.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the two pages of the statement of work.  There is a lot of information on this slide, as such, we will just provide a brief overview.  The CPS, IR and SOW are all available in the eFOTG under the 576-Livestock Shelter Structure practice.  Go to the eFOTG to review the information more in depth.  Here are a few highlights:Design:  If you follow the information provided in the CPS and successfully complete the IR and standard drawings, you will meet the deliverables.Installation:  Ensure that what is installed meets the practice standard.  With portable structures, there are many, many designs that may work, but differ slightly from our standard drawing.  Be sure to obtain prior approval for what the producer would like to do PRIOR to them purchasing anything.  Checkout-out:  Pretty self-explanatory.    



How much interest will you have with 576-
Livestock Shelters in your work area?
A. A lot of Interest
B. Some Interest
C. A little Interest
D. No Interest



What should I do with my hair?

A. Mohawk
B. Shaved Head with full beard
C. Dye it to match the Vikings:  Purple and Gold!
D. Just let it go man



Planning Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we will go more in-depth on considerations for planning livestock shelters.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Snowdrift Pattern with Stand Alone Livestock Shelter.



 

Livestock Shelter 

Snow Fence-Structural or Living 

             

Prevailing Wind 

Winter Tank 

Snow Deposition 

10 H From Windward Row
MINIMUM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Snowdrift pattern with Snow Fence windward of Livestock Shelter.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

• Whole Farm or Ranch Plan
• 365 Days – Spring, Summer, Fall & Winter

• Shade or Wind or Both

• Systems Approach
• Existing Protection 

• Change Management

• New Management 
• 528 – Prescribed Grazing Plan 
• 590 – Nutrient Management Plan



PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

• Placement on Landscape 
• Feasibility

• Prevailing Wind Direction 
• More Than 1 During a Storm?

• Heat Stress Forecast Maps-NOAA & NWS
• Temperature
• Humidity
• wind speed
• cloud cover



PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

• Permanent vs Portable
• Management Flexibility
• Cost
• Strength
• Labor

• Sizing - Engineering



PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

PERMANENT PORTABLE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2 Extremes: Left, Galvanized I Beams and Super Steel with a Sucker Rod Rub Rail. Right, Big Round Bales and Portable Electric Fence.



GOOD WINDBREAK DESIGNS

• V or C Shape with point to prevailing wind 

• Solid (Non Porous)

• No gap at bottom

• Straight (vs Slanted)

• Provide Protection From Wind AND Snow

• Sheeting on windward side (rub rail on leeward side)

• This design diverts wind and snow creating a 
protected area.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
With Winter Watering Facility.



POOR WINDBREAK DESIGNS

• Straight

• Perpendicular to prevailing wind 

• Porous

• Gap at bottom

• Slanted

• Sheeting on leeward side

• This is a snow fence design. Deposits snow within the 
protection zone. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provides greater reduction in wind velocity but will lay a snowdrift in the protected area. Past guidance was for this type of design only looked at % wind reduction for a given area and forgot about snow accumulation.  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fascelibrary.org%2Fdoi%2F10.1061%2F%2528ASCE%2529CR.1943-5495.0000031&psig=AOvVaw2c0rn-OjgokLbYtl4vh28p&ust=1586283323127000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPDwvYe01OgCFQAAAAAdAAAAABBD


Presenter
Presentation Notes
These 2 examples are being marketed as windbreaks for livestock. Should be marketed as snow fence.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minnesota highway snow fence.



SHADE STRUCTURES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Left: Portable Shade Structure on Pasture. Easy to move, easy for wind to blow over. Right: Permanent Shade structure in Feed Lot.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permanent Shade Structure.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CTA, NO Engineering Standard Drawing Available at this time.



QUESTION

Which of the following 4 Pictures of Livestock Shelter Structures for 
Wind Protection most closely meets the criteria we have discussed?

A    B    C    D



A B

C D











Steps to implement
1. Animal numbers to 

protect
2. Determine size
3. Determine site
4. Assemble design
5. Preconstruction 
6. Check/Asbuilt



C&W Welding  Dimock, SD



Steps to implement
1. Animal numbers to 

protect
2. Determine size
3. Determine site
4. Determine exact 

configuration 
5. Assemble design
6. Preconstruction 
7. Check/Asbuilt



References



Wind speed is reduced over an area 
downwind. 

Must provide sufficient area for livestock.

Standard drawing gives the equation shown in 
standard.  

Portable Animal Protection Shelter and Wind Screen, Forest Service Jairell 1988

Area of Protection = Triangle Area + Square Area

Triangle Area = (L x L)/2 =1/2L2

D = SQRT( 2L2)

Square Area = (5H) x (0.85D) = 4.25HD

Adding together = 1/2L2 + 4.25HD. This is the 
equation in the standard drawings and the basis for 
chart in CPS 579.

CPS 579

A minimum width (10H) is needed to protect from 
eddy currents (whirlwinds) at shelter ends. 
Conversely, if the shelter is too wide (15H), 
drifting snow is forced up, over the shelter into 
the protected area

Protected Area

CPS 579





https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/sites/w
indrose.phtml?station=FFM&network=MN
_ASOS <--------- custom wind roses!

Use V shaped for sizing, siting, and layout

Point of V facing into the prevailing wind 
direction. 

Straight-line, V shaped, or semi circular. Each 
orientation will protect a different size area 
downwind. 

V is generally thought to be optimum due to 
balance of wind direction variability, self 
supporting, and area protected. 

C&W Welding  Dimock, SD

https://www.meteoblue.com/en/weather/
historyclimate/climatemodelled/minneapo
lis_united-states-of-america_5037649

Orientation

https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/sites/windrose.phtml?station=FFM&network=MN_ASOS
https://www.meteoblue.com/en/weather/historyclimate/climatemodelled/minneapolis_united-states-of-america_5037649






Ratio of open panel space to total panel space. If porosity is 
too high drifting can occur where livestock are located. 
Portable has 14% porosity, Permanent has none. 
Recommended no more than 20% porosity. 

Portable Animal Protection Shelter and Wind Screen, Forest Service Jairell 1988

Porosity







Post are embedded in concrete, 16” 
dia. auger hole. 

Post depth depends on height of 
windbreak and spacing between 
posts. Use drawing chart.

Soils need to be strong enough so 
they will be able to “hold” the posts in 
place and prevent them from tilting 
under wind forces. 125lb/cf unit 
weight required for standard 
drawings. Want drained and coarse 
soils. No mucks, marls, soft clays. 

Permeant Posts



Structural Design
Wind speed>pressure>pressure collected by the 
panels>panels transfer it to the verts> girts>posts>soil.

Posts, verticals, girts, braces are checked to see they will not 
break under design wind load. Mc/I<0.6Fy

Structural members designed for 90mph design speed.

Portable windbreaks are additionally checked for sliding and 
overturning at design wind speeds. M=0, Fx=0



In summary,

• Wind speeds greater than 30mph routinely occur each month.

• 10 year wind speed in 77mph. 10% of annual exceedance, 65% 10yr 
exceedance. 

• Very heavy portable windbreak required for 77mph. 

• Reconcile providing a windbreak that will last for the practice lifespan and 
won’t injure livestock, but doesn’t take a D5 dozer to pull around? 

How much wind speed do we need to design for?

Number of Days With Wind Speeds Higher than X, Bruce MN

January 2020 Wind Speed Data, Bruce MN

Wind Speeds Return Interval for Minnesota 





Likely that during a year the design wind speeds will be exceeded 
for unanchored portable windbreaks. Concern for risk to stock, 
placement near roads, property lines, structures, use in high wind 
advisories. 

To approach this issue there are two sets of design speeds, on 
unanchored and one anchored. Producer is made aware of design 
limitations and is prepared to manage the risk to stock and 
structure. 

“APPROXIMATE PANEL WEIGHT 960LBS. PANELS REQUIRE 
ANCHORING TO PREVENT OVERTURNING AND SLIDING, MIN. 
140LB PULLOUT RESISTANCE AND 450LBS SLIDING RESISTANCE 
PER EACH LEG TIP.  ONE SMOOTH STEEL PIN DRIVEN 24” PLUM 
INTO MEDIUM STIFF SOIL AND CHAINED TO TIP OF EACH LEG 
PROVIDES THESE CAPACITIES. DESIGN WINDS SPEEDS ARE AS 
FOLLOWS:” 

OVERTURING WITHOUT ANCHORAGE = 65MPH

SLIDING WITHOUT ANCHROAGE            = 33MPH

OVERTURING WITH ANCHORAGE          = 80MPH

SLIDING WITH ANCHROAGE                    = 80MPH

Chain and anchors are part of the standard drawing and required 
to be on hand when asbuilting. Four ½” diameter 2’ stakes. “Rebar 
pins”, “outdoor party tent stakes.” ($25-100/per panel)      

Portable Staking (Anchors)





Example 50cow/calf pair portable
1. 50 cow @ 50sf/cow(std) = 2500sf required

2. 50 calf @ 35sf/cow(std) = 1750sf required

3. 2500sf + 1750sf = 4250sf required.  

4. Pick an L and calculate area provided, keep trying until you provide at least 
the area required
1. Let L = 30’, W = SQRT(2L2) = 42.4’, check W<15H (std) 42.4’< 105’ yes it is!
2. H = 7’, cannot change panel height but can have up to a 1’ max ground gap. 

Recommend use 7’ for consistency. 
3. Drift free area = 1/2L2 + 4.25HD = 1/2(42.4’)2 + 4.25(42.4’)(7’) = 1712sf, too small. 

Goal Seek 
4. Reiterate and we find L needs to be at least 59’.
5. Panels are 24’ standard length so lets round up 59’/24’ and times by two for 2 wings, 

6 panels.



50
50

2500
1750
4250

Steps to implement
1. Animal numbers to protect 

Grazing plan.
2. Determine size Drawing has area 

to determine size.
3. Determine site Looking at grazing 

plan, verify,
1. Wind direction
2. Setbacks

• 100 feet from any 
surface water 
bodies,

• 150 feet from an 
up-gradient well, 

• 300 feet from a 
down-gradient well.

4. Assemble design Drawing and 
other design package items as 
needed.  

5. Preconstruction 
1. Emphasis materials kinds 

and sizes are correct. 
2. Paneling is galv. or 

painted.
3. Anchors and chain on 

hand.
6. Check/Asbuilt

1. Materials are right kind 
and size.

2. Welds and connections 
sturdy.

3. Anchors and chain on 
hand. 

6
5621ft72ft72

102

102ft
714LF

12EA

600CT
288LF

24CT
60LF





Example 50cow/calf pair permanent

1. 50 cow @ 50sf/cow(std) = 2500sf required

2. 50 calf @ 35sf/cow(std) = 1750sf required

3. 2500sf + 1750sf = 4250sf required.  

4. Pick an L and calculate area provided, keep trying until you provide at least 
the area required
1. Let H = 8’. Usually shorter is a cost savings.
2. Try for 8” dia. posts them seem to be readily obtainable, they can only be done at 8’ 

max spacing (drawing). 8” dia. posts at 8’ spacing will require 5’ embeddment. 
(drawing)

3. Let L = 56’, an equal divisor of 8’ spacing for ease of construction. W = SQRT(2L2) = 
79’, check W<15H (std) 79’< 120’ ok. 

4. Drift free area = 1/2L2 + 4.25HD = 1/2(56’)2 + 4.25(56’)(8’) = 4260sf nearly exactly 
what is required... 



Example 50cow/calf pair permanent, continued 

5. Pick paneling, lets choose 28 gauge corrugated steel. This paneling requires 
horizontal members as support(girts). 

6. Pick girts, for 8’ tall at 8’ spacing we have four options. Lets choose the 2”x8” 
boards at 28” on center, 4 horizonal rows in total for the 8’ tall windbreak.

7. Final Configuration,
1. 8’ height with two wings, each 56’ long. 

2. Posts are 8” dia. posts on 8’ spacings and made of treated Douglas Fir Grade No 1 or 
better. Each embedded in 16” dia. holes filled with 3000psi concrete. 

3. Girts are four rows of 2”x8” boards at 28” on center and SPF or better.

4. Paneling is 28 gauge corrugated steel either painted or galvanized. 



Steps to implement
1. Animal numbers to protect Grazing 

plan
2. Determine size Drawing has area to 

determine size.
3. Determine site Looking at grazing 

plan. Verify,
1. Wind direction
2. Topo
3. Soils
4. Setbacks

• 100 feet from any 
surface water bodies,

• 150 feet from an up-
gradient well, 

• 300 feet from a down-
gradient well.

4. Determine exact configuration 
5. Assemble design Coversheet, plan 

view with layout dimensions, other.
1. Spec

6. Preconstruction 
1. Emphasis material kinds are 

correct.
7. Check/Asbuilt

1. Materials are right kind and 
size.

2. Post embedment and 
spacing .

3. Girt spacing.
4. Paneling painted or galv.
5. Connections sturdy.

50
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Portable Comparison and Fabricator

• NRCS design intended for local 
fabricators to build a configuration 
that meets standard, have not yet 
seen any in MN with their own 
configuration. Other states have 
fabricators with own configurations.

• Want a tube notcher, can do it 
without using templates.

• Materials sourcing takes effort. 
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Possible Questions

Can commercial products be used? “Commercial windbreaks can be considered for use. Like our standard drawing 
windbreaks they need to meet the standard for cost share, which involves having a technical basis to show they can 
withstand wind speeds here in Minnesota and be a quality product for grazing. Standard drawings were developed 
to save folks from doing this work themselves.” At this time folks can bring specifics on the proposed commercial 
products to grazing team, will need the panel weight, dimensions, porosity, materials used (what type of wood and 
steel) and their dimensions for discussion on if a commercial product meets the practice standard.  

Why is this portable so heavy? “The weight of the structure is pretty much the only thing keeping 
it from moving. Wind speeds can get pretty high in Minnesota (30mph usually exceeded during 
winter months) and we want this to be a good grazing tool for at least 10years and safe for stock 
and structures. Commercial panels range from 600lbs to 1200lbs, with most around 900lb. Ours 
weighs 960lbs.

Do I really need anchors? “Yes you do, it would be great not to have them but we designed the panels with a balance 
between heavy to prevent movement and light for portability. Recognize your panels hold up to lower wind speeds 
when anchored (about 30mph) and those wind speeds are often exceeded each month. In certain situations you 
may want to stake them to reduce risk of tipping; high wind advisories, close to a road or house. It is up to you on 
when and if to stake, but the stakes and chains need to be on hand when asbuilting/checkout. They can be had for 
about $25-100 on Prime, big box stores, some folks even have pins/chain on hand already. We always recommend 
chaining panels together, two tie points each side of panel. 

Can I remove the diagonal brace? “No, that brace provides stability at the stem 
connection and helps transfer thousands of lbs of force from the panel to the legs. 
Weight is pretty important for the panel, anything that reduces weight is probably a no 
go. Other tweaks, like modifying lift bar, adding connection plates and laps, adding 
bounce to the legs, detachable legs is on the table. 
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